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Summary 

Through racist attributions and practices, People of Color in Germany are still marked as different. 

Colonial attributions have continued to prove as powerful in Germany as biological attributions in 

continuity to Nazi ideology. At the same time, these historical continuities have proven to be largely not 

discussed in both parts of Germany. Linked to these ascriptions are rather diffuse practices of othering 

and exclusion, which are not traced back to their historical or social origin in the discourse and therefore 

constitutes disputable and individualized experiences. This field of tension is pursued from a knowledge 

of sociological perspective on three levels. 

With a biographical approach, the biographical patterns of dealing with racism are brought into focus. 

Four types of dealing with racism have been reconstructed: the self-chosen attention, the distancing, the 

maintenance of autonomy and the interventions. This types of dealing with racism are focused in their 

genesis and their interconnectedness with familial, milieu-specific and socio-historical circumstances. 

With a discourse-analytical perspective, the present ways German society deals with racism and its 

historical background of colonialism and National Socialism are made visible. Two discursive strands 

of dealing with and modes of speaking about racism are presented: racism as a marginal phenomenon 

and racism as an overall social phenomenon or an everyday experience. Those are the strands against 

which the biographers layer their experiences. 

With a self-reflexive-power-critical perspective, power relations and the resulting positions and 

positionings in the interaction and the research process are taken into consideration and, in addition, the 

intersecting positioning on the level of the biography are focused.  

Thus, this study makes power relations transparent on a wider scale: historically, biographically and 

interactively. In summary, a multi-perspective view of racism is taken. The study provides insights into 

the societal and biographical perception and the ways of dealing with racism in Germany, the power 

dimension of racist discourses, but also the possibilities of appropriation, the mechanisms of power in 

the life courses and in the interaction and the interdependency of racism and other mechanisms of 

exclusion at the level of biography. 

In addition, the project attempts to further the triangulation of biographical research and discourse 

analysis in order to enhance empirical research methodology. 
 


